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Note From the Editor:

The purpose of this publication is for 
pure enjoyment. It can be read in a 
park, on a bus, on the toilet, in the pool,     
maybe underwater, with a lover, with 
your mother, in the nail salon, in the bar 
saloon, on your tip tip toes, on the moon, 
or perhaps… 

where no one goes.  

-------------------------

Cover Art by Anna Poe-Kest who was born and raised in Brooklyn where she currently 
works and lives.  To inquire about her work please e-mail inbound.bound@gmail.com. 

Lauren B. Taylor
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Design and layout by Dennis Donnelly, who lives in Brooklyn and is co-editor-in-chief of 
Keep This Bag Away From Children. For inquiries please write to dfitzgeraldd@gmail.com



In the Madrid Airport

W: (walking up out of nowhere) Hi. 
M: Hi, hello. (looks around, a moment passes)
W: My name’s Warren. (puts out his hand for a shake)
M: My name’s Lauren. (shake received) 
W: (smiling widely) Our names rhyme!
M: Oh yeah, they do.

Years later: 

My love, sponge brain of things psychedelic,
Lays lacksidasicle with grunt mushrooms. 
      I pop goji
      like pennies angelic
      and watch as the root tombs and fruit boom blooms.
Paired, we emit glows
     of hazed honey gold, 
         of Sundays after bacon after Cross - 
               after breaking loose through the starch stiff hold
               of the iron shut shirt that we down toss. 
We feed each other laughs like grapes off vines.
Ourselves mirrored in the others brown eyes.
Meditate in silence to read our minds, 
    allow our animal to arise. 
        Then, the sun runs from pink –
              to sink – 
              downhill.
         And Monday brings work and we tend the mill.  

The first issue is dedicated to Warren
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RECIPE

Night Out or Day In:
Opposites in Summer 

Cocktails

Photos and Article by Kirsty Hughan

The Spiced Blackberry Old-Fashioned is for 
moments of passion.  Blood red, neat, and 
spicy, you’re left with a racing heart and 
tinged lips.  It is a strong, complex drink 
perfect for nights out and parties in.  Add 
and subtract to this drink as you like: sugar 
over agave, less mint and more blackberries, 
hellfire bitters instead of Angostura and 
cumin.

The French Gin Fizz is a drink for your back 
porch, feet up.  Just strong enough to force 
you to sip it slow, this drink is all about 
the gin, so splurge on something like my 
favorite, St. George.  And if it you need it 
strong, cut the St. Germain or lemon.

------------------------- 

Kirsty lives in Austin, TX where she works in Marketing.  To visit her Companion to the 
Life of Pleasure please visit http://thegtguide.com
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2 parts whiskey
Few dashes water
2 dashes Angostura bitters
Dash of cumin
¼ part agave
1 part mint
1 part blackberries

Spiced Blackberry 
Old-Fashioned

Serves 1

Combine whiskey, water, bitters, 
cumin, and agave in a cocktail shaker; 
stir until agave is dissolved.

Add mint and blackberries; muddle.  
Strain into an Old Fashioned glass.  
Fill the glass with ice cubes; stir until 
cold. Garnish with mint sprig and 
serve.

French Gin Fizz

Serves 1

2 parts gin
½ part St. 
Germain
Wedge of lemon
Soda to taste
Lavender sprig

Combine gin, St. Germain, and lemon juice 
from one wedge in a tall glass. Fill with ice 
and top with soda.  Tap lavender against 
hand, atop the glass, allowing the herb to 
release its flavors.  Garnish with lavender 
sprig and serve.
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DIY

How to Spit Roast a Leg of Lamb Using 
Household Items

Photos and Article by Natasha Komarov

Step 1. Buy a leg of lamb in the city. Put it in your backpack. Run to catch 
the bus while grotesque animal limb bounces up and down behind you 
because it’s twice as tall as your backpack. Ignore looks in the terminal. 

Ignore looks in the bus. Bring leg home. Ignore dogs.

Step 2. Dig a hole for a fire pit. Move the grass off in one piece so you can 
replace it later and tell your landlords you have no idea why a perfectly 

rectangular section of their yard is dead. 

Step 3. Build a fire pit.
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Step 4. Stick a couple of sharpened dowels through the meat. Ignore 
dogs.

Step 5.  Start doubting yourself. Introduce structural supports. Use 
household items like twine and the base of a tiki torch. Bonus points if all 
your structural supports are flammable.

Step 6. Cooking time! Bring the meat to the fire. Ignore dogs. Put the spit 
on vertical sticks 16” off the fire. Start turning the meat. And don’t stop 
for 4 hours. You had nothing else planned for today, right?
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Step 8. Introduce increasingly desperate reinforcements (e.g. more twine, 
nails, a metal broomstick, some kind of clamp).

Step 9. Get cocky and decide to clear some dead brush while lamb 
cooks. Throw pine branches on the fire, getting the fire so hot that you 
set ablaze the twine with which you wrapped the lamb, and watch 
helplessly as the meat falls into the raging flames. Rescue the meat and 
admire the “fire-kissed crust.” Pretend this was all part of the plan.

Step 10. Bring the lamb to the table. Ignore dogs. FEAST!

-------------------------

Natasha currently teaches Combinatorics at Carnegie Mellon University.  Check out her 
insanely delicious blog at http://wecookstuff.blogspot.com
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Inside
The Farmworker Law Project of NY 

State

Article by Johanna Greenberg
Photos by Saturnino Mendez Perez

 I am driving through the rolling hills of picturesque NY state 
farmland on a hot summer night.  It’s getting late, so I will make one 
more stop before the day’s end.  I pull up to what looks like a large farm 
storage building.  But once inside, there are no fruit and vegetables here.  
Instead, there are around 20 bunk beds lined up side by side against the 
wall. It looks like a bunkhouse from summer camp, except about four 
times as many people live here.  There are several stoves, ovens, and 
massive refrigerators big enough to store food for up to 40 residents.  
On each bed sleeps a farmworker.  At this particular apple orchard, the 
workers are from Jamaica.  They come to New York on a temporary visa 
that’s specifically  designed for seasonal agricultural workers, known 
as the H-2A visa.  Many have been traveling to the United States to 
work in agriculture for over 30 years.  New York, along with, Virginia 
and Washington, is unique in the sense that we have both Jamaican and 
Latino men here on the H-2A visa.  In most states, H-2A workers are 
predominately Mexican, though occasionally you can find some workers 
form Guatemala on H-2As as well.  Of course not all farmworkers in 
New York are on the H-2A visa.  There are also large crews of men and 
women who travel North along the eastern coast during the summer and 
fall. These crews are generally from Mexico. They follow the migrant 
stream and the seasons to harvest oranges in Florida, then move North 
to pick blueberries in New Jersey, and then apples in New York before 
returning back to Florida for the winter.
 The orchard I am visiting tonight happens to participate in the 
Jamaican H-2A program. I am here to talk to the workers about their 
rights as I am a paralegal for a farmworker rights law office called the 
Farmworker Law Project based out of the Hudson Valley.  As part of 
my job, I travel all throughout New York State to educate farmworkers 
about their rights.  For example, if a worker comes on the H-2A visa, 
there are certain previsions their boss must follow.  The employer must 
cover transportation expenses from their home country to their place of 
employment.  Housing is provided at no cost and must meet health and 
safety standards. They must be paid a certain wage, (This year in New 
York the wage rate is $10.91 per hour).  If  someone brings up a problem
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they are experiencing at work 
when I am visiting, we try to help 
the workers to resolve the issues. 
 Yet getting workers to 
speak out about issues and then 
actually take action is easier said 
than done.  Many are threatened 
by their bosses or supervisors so 
much so that they won’t speak 
out.  They are told that if they 
talk to any farmworker rights 
advocates, they will be fired.  For 
the men who are here on the H-2A 
visa, this would mean that they 
would not be asked to come back 
the following year. The visa is 
tied directly to their boss; if the 
worker’s boss decides that he 
doesn’t want to bring a person 
back the next year, that worker 
has no way of legally entering 
and working in the United States.  
He would have to find another 
employer, another task that is

easier said than done. Usually, the income these workers make in the 
United States supports their entire family for most of the year in their 
home country.  I have been to farms where, in one housing location, the 
workers told me about obvious violations of the work contract – their 
transportation costs were not reimbursed, they were being charged 
weekly because the boss claimed the housing was not clean enough, 
and they were told to punch out early so that they were not being paid 
for all hours they worked.  When I went to the next house, the workers 
were quiet.  They were afraid that someone would rat them out, and 
consequently, they would be fired.
 In situations such as these, all I feel I can do is educate the 
workers about their rights and hope that one day they will want to claim 
what is owed to them.  This is very frustrating.  I want to address the 
grower about disrespecting the workers and for not following the labor 
laws that are supposed to protect farmworkers.  Yet this is impossible 
without anyone willing to speak out against his or her employer.  For me, 
it is wrong and unjust that many agricultural workers feel they only have 
one option: quietly working in a hostile work environment yet keep their 
jobs and income or, standing up for their rights, but feeling that they are 
putting their jobs and their livelihood at risk in doing so.
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40 hours, they do not get paid time overtime due to the fact that most 
agricultural work is exempt from this provision.
 Some of the largest dairies in New York are located in the 
northern part of the state specifically the counties right along the 
Canadian border.  (There is so much milk coming out this region that 
Kraft decided to put a Philadelphia cream cheese factory right smack 
in the middle of dairyland in Lowville, New York. Lowville even has 
a Cream Cheese Appreciation Day every year!)  In this section of New 
York, there is a high presence of Border Control.   I spoke with many 
dairy workers who say they are afraid to leave their farm for fear of 
being deported.  Many told me that they leave only when their boss 
brings them into town to purchase groceries. But not everyone has the 
liberty to leave the farm every week.  I met one man and his son, Redolfo 
and Marcos, who only leave for doctor’s appointments, which his boss 
takes him too.  He never drives anywhere.  A local Mexican store comes 
around to sell groceries.  He has been at this farm for 9 years. Everyday, 
he goes to work, then comes right back to his trailer, 100 yards from the 
cow barns.  Redolfo told me his boss generally treated him well, but said 
that communication was difficult due to the language barrier.  He was 
appreciative of my visit.  I got a strong sense that he felt incredibly

 I find the most depressing 
farms are dairies.  New York is 
one of the highest milk-producing 
states in the nation. Generally, 
dairy workers are undocumented 
-  dairy farmers cannot use the 
H-2A visa for their milkers 
because it is year round work, not 
seasonal.  Cows always have to 
be milked no matter the time of 
year.  In many of the larger dairies, 
the cows are milked three times 
a day, approximately every eight 
hours.  This means that many 
milkers work crazy shifts, usually 
12-hours, starting anywhere from 
4:00 AM to 7:00 AM, six days 
a week.  At one place I visited, 
the woman working there said 
they worked three separate shifts 
throughout the day and into the 
night. She barely had time to cook 
let alone sleep. Even though many 
dairy employees work well over 
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isolated in northern New York, 
living in a predominately English-
speaking community. He seemed 
relieved to find an American who 
speaks Spanish.
  Back at the apple 
orchard, I speak casually with 
the Jamaican workers.  At this 
particular farm, they report no 
problems.  Right now, they are 
pruning the apple and peach trees 
and picking the strawberries and 
blueberries.  A larger group will 
come in August for the apple 
harvest.  They thank me for the 
information I have given them 
and ask me to come back soon.   I 
get into my car and drive off.  At 
the end of the day, I want to make 
a difference in someone’s life, 
even if it’s just a little bit.  I want 
to help the workers I meet, fight 
for their rights.

I want others to be aware of the lives of the people who harvested their 
fruits and vegetables.  

 There is no real way to know if the workers who picked and 
processed your food were treated ethically, especially if it is from a 
supermarket.  But I think it is important to keep in mind the working 
conditions and challenges that farmworkers face every day to put food 
on your table. 

 For more information on farmworker rights visit www.
farmworkerjustice.org. (This is a national organization that has a lot of 
information about farmworkers.  I do not work there.)

-------------------------

Johanna and Nino met when she was brought to teach English on a farm in the Hudson 
Valley where he worked.  They currently live in Kingston, NY.
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POETRY

Love Poem to Miss Easy
by Tristan Bennett

How gossamer you pass me by,
death in blossom,
the crack by which the light comes in

Beautiful New Orleans,
your trembling existence the work of joyful deities,
enough to sing Titanics down
or pass softly away breathing.

My night is riot with the scent of you,
the trails your trees leave 
as the night sieves away above me
make clean work of sobriety.

This opera well concealed by the pageantry of bums
and the pleasures they deal
on all fours.

Ass shaman brays healing
in his passing--

Cold, forgotten in the rushes;
husband to the land and water.

A final courtship with the turned corner
where warehouse mourners line the shore.

Wanton Women Wanted:
by Tristan Bennett

Wax Poetic with Vagabond Romantic
(you pick up the tab);

Hard Boiled Egg For Breakfast
(Sriracha costs extra).
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She and we,
by Tristan Bennett

the after thought of two-bit tragedy
when father, son, the brothers,
grim, grasp the other’s arm 
searching for daggers,
and in the endless night
drink an ocean of sorrows
welling up from the cut
in the earth between them.

How the wise men do whisper
and fools shout their demigod to the sky,
and worship the worry in your eyes,

Sister,

Your beautiful, childlike love
is a cannon’s roll across my parapets,
the caricatures I’ve strung up
bloated and carrion colored
and warding off nothing
but my own slim sunrises.

I reach into the pool--
its darkness a mother,
a murderer,
my own reflection 
draws further down
and gasping, drowning

the bottom frees;
my demons teem away
in the bubble hurricane that escapes.

So dead, jealousy is infant again
easily tossed by and by
with the bathwater.

-------------------------

Tristan is a street poet based in New Orleans but can also be found in Maine, Oregon, and 
New York.  To see more of his work please go to www.freshpoetry.org
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lost
by  Lagueria Davis

i’m lost in the idea of idealism
and the real that is realism
it is too much for me
i dual with duality
and have sex with sexuality
the feeling is too great for me
i rule the ruler
i lose the loser
i bought the less
in lesson a drink
because he was thirsty
or so i thought
i am
therefore, i think
i asked of Tim
the father of time
was i just the part of the herd
to that he offered no reply
so, i flipped father time the bird
i’ve come to know knowledge personally
and i looked her life in the eye
and said without saying a word
i am lost in the idea of me

NIGHT FISHING
by Sergia Rico

Rain, like little knives
Death, after a thousand lives
A kiss, to end all pain
A book, to keep me sane

Light, from tired suns
War, hold peace with guns
A friend, with whom you talk
A hook, the fish is caught.

-------------------------

Lagueria is a writer/director based in Los Angeles and good ol’ Oklahoma.  She is also 
known as Whipperwill on girltownblog.com

The art on the following pages is by Stephen Faillace, a photographer, illustrator and silk 
screen artist. To see more of his work, please go to stephenfaillace.com
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love
by Rachel Philibert

it must mean different things to 
different people.

what everyone is really looking 
for

is someone who sees love

the same way as they do

-------------------------

Sergio is a poet from Colombia 
who now lives in Hudson, NY.

Rachel Philibert works and 
lives in NYC. To inquire about 
her work, please email in-
bound.bound@gmail.com
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PLAY

Could You Please Put Them Away

by Hana Itkiss
Scene 1 – Greyson sits in a chair across from Marvin. 

MARVIN
This has been a very insightful session.

GREYSON
So do you know what power I’m going to get? 

MARVIN
Not yet, these things take time. 

GREYSON
 I only have enough for one more session, will you know by then? 

MARVIN
Power is never free. 

GREYSON
It costs up to three thousand dollars. 

MARVIN
It’s a process. 
GREYSON

Fuck your process. 
MARVIN

I don’t like your language. 
GREYSON

I don’t like sleezy droopy eyed scam artists.
MARVIN

I explained to you in the beginning that you’re not paying for 
me to produce a superpower out of thin air. You’re paying me to 
find out if you are one of the lucky few who have undiscovered 
abilities. It’s already in you, I’m just trying to pull it out. It’s not 

my fault if there isn’t something to pull out. Do you understand ?
GREYSON

Whatever. Let’s just say same time next week.
Exits, Door slam. Blackout.
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Scene 2 –  

Dreary electronic music plays. The kind of beat that really 
takes the kick out of dancing. Lights come up slowly on 
Greyson, Sloane, Luce, Chad and Backwards Mallory on 

the dance floor.  They form a circle in the center of the 
stage.  They dance unenthusiastically, waiting for the 

song to change. Backwards Mallory moves into the center 
of the dance circle, encouraging the others with flashy 
, unorthodox gypsy like arm gestures.  It’s hard not to 

watch. A beat while the dj transitions to the next song.  Joan 
Jett’s “do you wanna touch” plays.  Backwards Mallory 
dances close to Luce, waving her hips this way and that. 

Unfortunately Luce does not know what to do, but he tries 
his best.  Greyson watches trying to copy the movements of 
Backwards Mallory. She loses her balance and bumps into 

Backwards Mallory.  Sloane grabs Greyson’s hand and pulls 
her off stage. A beat, the dj plays a song that makes you 

want to get down. Someone yells last call. Chad dances by 
himself, mimicking the positions with an invisible partner. 
Backwards Mallory and Luce get close. Luce dances with a 
certain modesty that accompanies inexperience. They kiss 
and move towards stage right, pulling at each other.  They 
fall onto a bed that has been there all along.  Blackout.  The 

sounds of something like an orgasm in the dark. Lights come 
up on Chad watching porn on his computer. He closes his 

computer.

Scene 3- 

An abandoned lot. Two ratty couches and an old broken 
down piano. Greyson sits on the piano. She lights a cigarette, 
coughs heavily, like its her first time smoking ( which in fact 
it is). Sloane sits with good posture on the ratty couch across 

from her. This place is a hideout.
SLOANE

So?
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GREYSON
Give me a minute. 

Inhales too much smoke. Some gets in her eye.
SLOANE

I don’t, I just think its mean that he left her on the dance floor 
alone.  When I left they were all over each other. 

GREYSON
She wasn’t alone, I’m sure Chad took good care of her. 

Anyways he’s walking towards me and I think I blacked out 
because when I look up he’s standing right in front of me. 
Long pause, Greyson is waiting for Sloane to react. Sloane 

misses this cue. 
SLOANE

And he put his average sized hands around your waist. 
GREYSON

Shut up, you’re ruining the story. 
SLOANE

Sorry, it’s just so compelling. 
GREYSON

He put his hands around my waist and said ,  “ I want to 
dance with you” , and before I got a chance to say anything 

he pulled me in.
SLOANE

Ugh 
GREYSON

What?
SLOANE

Didn’t you catch him making mouth with Backwards 
Mallory?

GREYSON
That was only out of convenience. She happened to be 
dancing near him and he took hold of an opportunity. I 

would have done the same.
Tries to light a cigarette . (but not in her mouth) Breaks it in half, 

throws it on the ground. Repeats this one more time. 
These are all broken.
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SLOANE
I don’t think you’re doing it right.

GREYSON
No , they’re just bad cigarettes. I got a broken pack.

SLOANE
There’s no such thing. 

GREYSON
Anyways, we start dancing, slowly at first and I can feel his 

fingers digging into my hips. His breathe on my neck. It 
doesn’t even smell like alcohol but like (pause) peppermint. 

And he says, “I’ve wanted you since the time we met.”
SLOANE

Are you really falling for this? 
GREYSON

I knew he meant it, because he kissed me on the cheek.  I 
swear I started shaking. He asked if I was cold but I think he 

knew that I was just nervous. 
SLOANE
I feel sick. 
GREYSON

We danced for like two hours and he whispered dark secrets 
into my ear. 

SLOANE
What does that even mean?

GREYSON
You’re so naïve

SLOANE
Ok, explain it to me.

GREYSON
When a guy really likes you he’ll say stuff like, “You’re so 
beautiful, you’re the girl I’ve been dreaming of, when you 
smile my heart skips a beat, the ground beneath my legs 
shakes, I don’t want anyone but you.” That’s what dark 

whispers means. 
SLOANE

Tell me what really happened.
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GREYSON
Our legs and arms and faces touched. We wrapped our 

fingers around each other’s fingers and our joints melded 
together. He took me back to his place and undressed me. I 
told him I wasn’t ready to have sex. So we put on a record 
and he held me all night. In the morning I made breakfast 

in his favorite shirt. He fed me strawberries on the lawn and 
we made love in the grass and the grass was itchy , so we 
had to go back inside and call an ambulance because our 

bodies were covered in ticks.  
 Greyson laughs awkwardly. 

I almost had you.
SLOANE 
Not really.
GREYSON

You could barely look at me. I can tell I grossed you out. 
SLOANE

Fine you got me good, you tricked me.
GREYSON

Maybe my power is going to be /
SLOANE

Are you gonna tell me what actually happened? 
GREYSON

It’s embarrassing
SLOANE

Most good stories are. 
GREYSON

Stands up, sits down next to Sloane. Whispers the story in her ear. 
(a collective sound of whispers, irritating noise, car alarms, pots 

and pans, etc…)
SLOANE

NOO, what a prick. 
GREYSON

I know.
SLOANE

I’m gonna punch him in the face. 
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SLOANE
I’m gonna punch him in the face. 

GREYSON
I’d like that.

SLOANE 
Don’t worry , it’s almost impossible to fall in love in the 

summertime. 
GREYSON

 But I think that we’d be good together. I think you don’t 
need a lot of things to convince yourself that you’ve met 

someone who thinks like you. 
SLOANE

He thinks with his average sized / 
GREYSON

STOP. Don’t say that it. I hate that word. 
SLOANE
Manhood.

Chad and Backwards Mallory enter with a distinct swagger. They 
carry two bottles of whiskey. 

GREYSON
How’d you find us?

CHAD
I could smell the loneliness and hormones all the way from 

the little brick road. 
GREYSON

No one knows about this place. 
BACKWARDS MALLORY

Someone does. Someone who told me. 
CHAD

I got my power today. 
GREYSON

You’ve got to be kidding me
CHAD
Nope. 

GREYSON
How long have you been going to see Marvin?
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CHAD
Six weeks

GREYSON
That’s bullshit

BACKWARDS MALLORY
You’ll never guess what he can do.

SLOANE
He can suck his own cock now. 

CHAD
That would have been supernatural.

BACKWARDS MALLORY
Certainly Predatory

CHAD
Impressive to say the least. And useful. 

BACKWARDS MALLORY
A huge advancement to your small sized hands. 

SLOANE
Just tell us.

CHAD
Not yet. 

GREYSON 
Why not?

CHAD
I want to build suspenseful. 
BACKWARDS MALLORY

Doctor says I’ll have mine any day now. 
GREYSON

You’re going to be a villain. 
BACKWARDS MALLORY

And you’re going to be the only one who doesn’t get one. 
CHAD

Alright I’ll tell you. But first I want a drum roll. 
SLOANE

No
Chad and Backwards Mallory rearrange the couches. One behind 

the other. Mallory sits down next to Sloane. She opens up a bottle, 
takes a swig.  Chad sinks down behind the couch in the back.
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BACKWARDS MALLORY
Drink

GREYSON
You’ve poisoned it. 

CHAD ( voice yelling)
Are you guys ready!

BACKWARDS MALLORY
Prepare your hearts and your eyes for the miraculous,  the 

unprecedented , underestimated /
Chad walks out and stands in front of them, his back  to the 

audience. He stretches, groans and pushes out a set of extra arms, 
identical to his own.  (This can be done as a projection on a screen, 

an animated production)
GREYSON

What the FUCK?
SLOANE

That’s disgusting. 
GREYSON

What kind of super power is that?
CHAD

The doctor says its cause I have always wanted to have more 
than I can reach. 

SLOANE
Could you please put them away. 

   Puts her hand over Greyson’s eyes. 
BACKWARDS MALLORY

Don’t be jealous, you’ll get your power one day, maybe.

-------------------------

Hana writes plays and also teaches chess all over NYC.  To inquire about seeing one of her 
plays or attending a reading please e-mail inbound.bound@gmail.com
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INTERVIEW
Indie Pop with an Embarassed Grin

meet Emily McLean
1.) When did you realize you could sing/music was your thing? 
Did you have a favorite song when you were a little girl?

I can’t really remember a specific time when I realized I 
could sing, I guess when people started saying I could. My 
kindergarten teacher I guess was the first one to say it, when 
she told my mom that I always sang in tune when we would 
do sing-alongs.I didn’t have a favorite song, but as a girl I 
was obsessed with SWV and Brandy.  I still kinda am.

2.) What has been your journey as far as developing your music 
palate? (listening)

Hmm... it’s been a long one, but I’ll keep it short.  My mom 
and dad first exposed me to a lot of 70’s rock, folk and R&B 
like Jimi Hendrix, Joni Mitchell, Carol King, Simon and 
Garfunkel, Marvin Gaye... the list goes on for awhile. I also 
was very influenced by my brothers who liked a lot of hip-
hop and R&B when they were younger and as they got 
older they started to listen to more rock and folk of the 90’s.  
Since they were my older brothers I wanted to do and like 
everything they did, because I thought they were the coolest 
people ever! In college I studied Jazz so that exposed me to a 
vast world of music that I never really listened to before.
Now I guess I’m listening to Kate Bush.

3.) What was your journey getting to where you are now as a 
music artist? (playing)

Well I think I’ve always wanted to do music - after I decided 
that I didn’t want to be a vet, a dog trainer, a t.v. show host 
for the travel channel, a curator, or an interior designer -
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I think what really kept me motivated was a strong fear of 
being unhappy. I’ve never wanted to feel trapped or bored…
so here I am just scared and broke.

4.) What/who are your influences? What albums could you not 
live without?

This question is so hard, because I always forget the really 
cool artists that make you look really good when you 
mention you were influenced by them (joking! I’m not sure 
how well that translates through text)...
Marvin Gaye, Amel Larrieux, Kate Bush, Atmosphere, St. 
Vincent, Sade, Serengeti, Cody Chesnutt, and so many 
more...

5.) How would you describe or explain your music to someone?

I say indie pop soul with an embarrassed grin. 

6.) What process of music making do you love the most? Hate the 
most, if any?

I love writing and recording!!! I love the isolation and the 
zone you get into when you finally find something you don’t 
hate! I’m starting to warm up to it a little bit more, but live 
performance has always been really tough for me...I get 
really bad stage fright.
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7.) What’s the most played song in your iTunes?

Right now it’s been a toss up between “Don’t Kill my 
vibe” by Kendrick Lamar and “Running up that road”/ 
“Wuthering Heights” by Kate Bush 

8.) What have you been listening to lately/ what’s the best 
album of 2013 so far?

I don’t know what the best album of 2013 is, I wouldn’t be 
able to say, I’m kinda slow when it comes to finding out 
about new music.... but I’ve been listening to a lot of: Grizzly 
Bear’s new album, S/S/S Beak and Claw- the project with 
Sufjan Stevens, Serengeti, and Son Lox, Cody Chesnutt’s new 
album, Charles Bradley. 

9.) Do you sing in the shower?
 
Yes

10.) What’s your favorite meal?
 
Every single one!!!

10.) Most awkward sexual experience?
 
too embarrassing to say, sorry : /

11.) Best advice ever given?

Work Hard, BE NICE!

-------------------------

Emily studied at the New School and lives and performs in Brooklyn.  To hear her tunes 
please visit www.emilymclean.com
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Horoscopes
by Tom Reed

Aries- You will experience a tremendous inner pain this week.  That’s just your 
body processing all the gum you swallowed in 2006.  

Taurus – It’s time you stop untagging all the “bad” photos of yourself on 
Facebook—that’s just how you look.

Gemini – A newspaper will give you the same advice as 1/12th of the world.  
Take it as an affirmation of your individuality!

Cancer – Strive to keep your spiritual life simple—that’s where you’ll find the 
greatest peace.   Just make sure your furniture is in line with the planets, or else 
you’ll die young!

Leo – You may notice your friends and family acting strangely.  Are they 
planning a surprise party or conspiring against you?  Assume both, and prepare 
yourself for a weird party. 

Virgo – Embrace your inner child!  The next time you’re losing an argument, 
scream “I’m never coming back” and then hide in your neighbor’s backyard for a 
few hours.

Libra – Just because the cicada plague didn’t come this summer, doesn’t mean 
you didn’t do anything wrong, Virgos. 

Scorpio – You will encounter stimuli in your environment.  React to them!

Sagittarius – [See Taurus for you personal message from the stars.]

Capricorn – You have been trying to keep your friends close and your enemies 
closer, but now you’re just spending a ton of time with your enemies.  It’s no 
good.

Aquarius – You will find yourself having the same conversation about how hot it 
is 8 times a day.  Accept it!  Thinking of other things to talk about will just make 
you hotter.

Pisces - Look at that—we’re the same sign!  If you’re a young, single female 
who thinks she can handle my well-meaning Aries mother, drop me a line at 
AstroloGuy13@gmail.com
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Tom is a free lance comedy writer living and working in NYC.  He is a Pices. To reach out 
to him please write to: inbound.boun@gmail.com.



Jokes

Told by a Texan to a Floridian

Q: How many elephants can you fit into a mini 
cooper?
A: Four, two in the front, two in the back. 

Q: How can you tell an elephant’s been in your 
refrigerator?
A: There’s tracks in the peanut butter. 

Q: How can you tell an elephant’s in the bathtub 
with you?
A: By the smell of peanuts on its breath. 

Q: How can you tell FOUR elephants have been in 
your refrigerator? 
A: There’s a mini cooper parked out front.
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-------------------------

Andy studies Printmaking at Columbia University.  She draws requests.  To see more 
please visit http://andyaidekman.wordpress.com

Note:
For the next issue, the editor is looking for:
 •dance video creator
 •movie critic
 •and more

To submit or write to BOUND! please e-mail inbound.bound@gmail.
com and feel free to find/like BOUND! on FB at www.facebook.com/
boundboundbound. Thanks for reading!

Drawing by Andy Aidekman
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